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The Drum Adapter Kit helps keep your lubricants free of moisture and particulate contamination while in storage or 
during the fl uid transfer process. It also allows you to easily pre-fi lter your lubricant, ensuring you’re only putting 
clean dry oil into your equipment.

Drum Adapter Kit

Tube lengths available in various size

GRF - DAK
Technical data

 Benefi ts
- Easily modify your equipment for seamless connection 

to various filtration systems
- Prevents the ingression of dirt and moisture by utilizing 

a desiccant breather
- Customizable to fit all your needs

>

Features

Ordering information

- Various quick disconnects with steel dust plugs allow 
for various configurations

- 2” NPT connection easily replaces standard drum bungs
- Replaceable desiccant breather with 3/4” NPT adapter

GRF - DAK
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Our heavy-duty stainless steel hose wand kit is great for those applications that require them. 
Hose wands aren’t ideal, but some applications may require them. 
They can also be used for short term, while quick disconnects are being added to equipment. 

Hose Wand Kit

Pictured photo is cropped for visibility. Tubes are 4 ft. long.

GRF - HWKIT - SS
Technical data

 Benefits
 - A quick connect tool that allows you to draw fluids from tanks, buckets, 

drums or open reservoirs when this is the only option
 - Allows you to reach down into tanks for oil transport

>

Features

Ordering information

 - (2) Stainless steel 3/4” tube, 4 ft. long
 - 90° female JIC swivel end

GRF - HWKIT - SS
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Our Hydraulic Adapter Kit allows you to easily adapt your equipment with a desiccant breather and quick connects 
with the use of your system to remain completely sealed to atmospheric ingression, while allowing for easy access 
during offl ine fi ltration or topping reservoirs off.

Hydraulic Adapter Kit

GRF - HAK
Technical data

 Benefi ts
- Easily modify your equipment for seamless connection to various filtration systems
- Prevents the ingression of dirt and moisture by utilizing a desiccant breather
- Customizable to fit all your needs

>

Features

Ordering information

- Various quick disconnects with steel dust plugs allow for 
various configurations

- 6 bolt adapter fits most OEM connections
- Replaceable desiccant breather 
- Customizable to fit your specific needs

GRF - HAK
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Our Tote Adapter Kit allows you to easily adapt your equipment with a desiccant breather and quick connects 
with the use of a 2” NPT threaded adapter. This allows your system to remain completely sealed to atmospheric 
ingression, while allowing for easy access during offl ine fi ltration or topping reservoirs off.

Tote Adapter Kit

Pictured photo is cropped for visibility. Tubes are 4 ft. long.

GRF - TAK
Technical data

 Benefi ts
- Easily modify your equipment for seamless connection to various filtration systems
- Prevents the ingression of dirt and moisture by utilizing a desiccant breather
- Customizable to fit all your needs

>

Features

Ordering information

- Various quick disconnects with steel dust plugs 
- 2” NPT connects to most poly totes
- Replaceable desiccant breather 
- Customizable to fit your specific needs
- Spring loaded faucet for easy dispensing

GRF - TAK
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